
Alphabet Cookie Tray 
Activity Pictures are….

alien, anchor, apple
ball, banana, bat

cactus, calculator, carrot
deer, dog, doughnut
ear, elephant, eraser

fire hydrant, flamingo, frog
grapes, glasses, goat

ham, horseshoe, hot dog
ice cream, igloo, island

jacket, jar, jellyfish
ketchup, key, kiwi
lion, leaf, lemon

magnet, muffin, mouse
nickel, nose, nut (peanut)

octopus, orange, oven
pacifier, pail, panda

quail, question mark, quiet 
ring, rhino, rose

strawberry, swordfish, slingshot
table, taco, toaster

ukulele, umbrella, underwear
vine, vulture, volcano

wheel, watermelon, whisk
x-ray, xylophone
yak, yarn, yo yo

zebra, zipper, zucchini 

Directions: 
Each page works on five letters. You will need to get out 
three of the same magnetic letters for each letter 
addressed on the page. Place the printable on a cookie 
sheet, and have child place magnetic letter on the 
pictures that start with that letter.

For more practice download the cut and paste activity 
with handwriting practice, as well as the Free game. 
Both activities use the same pictures so the children 
can focus on the beginning sounds, not learning new 
pictures.

The last card is a review. You will need the 15 letters 
written at the top of the page. 
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